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Thomas A. Gordy is the President, Chief Executive Officer, and Founder of
TAGG® Inc., the company that coined the phrase “business accelerator.”
With more than 35 years’ experience in the field, he is highly regarded as a
business strategist and futurist. As a senior executive serving in major
private and public healthcare companies, he has extensive worldwide experience in capital formation (angel,
venture, mezzanine, bridge, expansion), financing (debt, equity, recapitalization, LBOs), mergers and
acquisitions, healthcare administration and management, executive placement, new facility development,
strategic planning, market analysis, contractual development, new product and service development,
regulatory planning and execution, sales and distribution channel development, and operational and financial
systems. The key differentiator between TAGG and other consulting groups is that TAGG has real-world
expertise in developing products and actually taking them to market and to successful exit. Mr. Gordy and his
firm have successfully provided these services to investors and technology companies throughout the world
including medical device developers, pharmacy and diagnostics firms and medical universities.
Mr. Gordy received a degree in Theology from Mercer University and while waiting to further his graduate
studies, began his career in healthcare as a consulting medical social worker in a local hospital where he found
his true mission and calling. Mr. Gordy worked as a discharge planner and crisis intervention specialist by day
and, by evenings, trained and worked in a self-designed medical education and development program with
various clinical assistant duties, from orderly and emergency room technician to duties in the operating room,
respiratory department, clinical laboratory, and morgue. These experiences rounded out his drive to
understand the human condition at the patient level and stoke his passion to enhance lives through technology,
effective leadership, and spiritual depth and understanding. Mr. Gordy took the reigns as Administrator and
Chief Executive Officer of his first hospital at the age of twenty-six. Later, Mr. Gordy began a distinguished
career as a development and Mergers & Acquisitions officer for a Fortune 500 healthcare company. In 1988,
Mr. Gordy established TAGG which has focused in four primary market areas: Life Sciences,
Communications (telecommunications and IP), Information Technology (applications for healthcare and
communications), and Human and Asset Security (homeland security technologies and systems). Mr. Gordy’s
personal focus is market acceleration in the life sciences (e.g., healthcare services, biotechnology, medical
devices, telemedicine).
Mr. Gordy considers it part of his overall mission to share his experiences with the next generation of
entrepreneurs, inventors, and clinicians.

